Conducting Gesture and Rehearsal Techniques: Fundamental through Advanced Level

This 2019 Summer Voice Institute course will provide choral music educators with an opportunity to deepen their knowledge of successful rehearsal techniques and conducting gesture through an interconnected pedagogical approach. Classroom instruction of fundamental elements will be combined with podium coaching in front of masterclass choir to build advanced techniques.

The fundamental techniques will then connect to concepts of choral tone, listening and diagnostic skills, teaching musicianship through repertoire, and balancing verbal and nonverbal communication in rehearsals, as applied to more advanced choral ensembles. Conducting gesture instruction will cover fundamental etudes for conductors at every level focused on muscle/joint awareness and release of body tension as well as application of fundamentals in more advanced gestural communication in front of a masterclass choir.

____________

Brian A. Schmidt is Associate Professor of Choral Music at Baylor University where he conducts the Baylor A Cappella Choir and Chamber Singers, and teaches advanced conducting and choral literature courses. Gramophone magazine recognized his South Dakota Chorale for "warmth of sound and sonority that is not only notably varied in tone and color but which is all but perfect in blend, ensemble and intonation." Noted for his interpretations across many genres, his conducting has been described as "clear, non-histrionic conducting [that] shapes phrases with regard for their musical and textual construction."